STEIGER DYNAMICS launches ERA II Living Room PC at CES 2018

REDWOOD CITY/LAS VEGAS (January 9th, 2018) – At the Consumer Electronics Show 2018, leading Home Theater PC manufacturer STEIGER DYNAMICS introduces ERA II, the newest generation of its VR-Ready, ultra-slim living room PC.

Standing only 8.3 cm (3.25”) tall (including feet), ERA II is the slimmest PC in its class. Its one-piece, 4 mm thick, brushed-aluminum shell provides the rigidity and weight necessary to minimize vibration and noise. Optimized interior layout and exhaust positioning ensure maximum quietness and superior airflow for all major components. This allows for unthrottled operation of Intel’s 8th Gen 6-Core 8700K CPU and even overclocking (with de-lidding option).

Other additions include:

- Configurable with two 3.5” HDDs, one 2.5” SSD and up to two M.2 NVMe SSDs
- Optional RAID1 and 0 arrays for HDDs and M.2 NVMe SSDs
- Standard Front USB 3.1 Gen1, HD Audio, SD Card Reader, HDMI (VR-Ready configurations)
- Support for additional Blu-ray optical drive options
- Redesigned and enforced lid for enhanced stackability of AV components on top of ERA II
- Standard Gigabit Ethernet, Dual-band ac Wi-Fi and BT 4.0 (or higher)
- Reinforced graphics card mounts to support cards to up to 1.2 kg (2.65 lbs)
8th generation Intel processors and chipsets, combined with NVMe SSD system drives and high-speed DDR4 memory give ERA II the performance of a high-end, large desktop PC. NVIDIA GeForce GTX graphics cards with HDMI 2.0b, HDR10, Dolby Vision and HDCP 2.2 allow all-ultra, native 4K gaming, maximum-quality 4K streaming, and video upsampling capability. ERA II fully supports lossless bitstreaming of multi-channel surround sound including Dolby ATMOS.

With the form factor of a stand-alone Blu-ray player, and the unparalleled quality and design consumers have grown to expect from STEIGER DYNAMICS, ERA II seamlessly integrates with other home theater components, augmenting any existing setup.

**Specs and Pricing:**

ERA II is available in three lines. The *Pure* line starts at $999 and caters to the media center, audio and video enthusiast. The *Core* line is additionally tailored to gamers, while the *Reference* line delivers both maximum processing and graphics power.

ERA II is available to order on [www.steigerdynamics.com](http://www.steigerdynamics.com) now.

STEIGER DYNAMICS is the leading Home Theater PC (HTPC) manufacturer bringing highest-end, ultra-quiet computing to the comfort of the living room. For more information, please visit [www.steigerdynamics.com](http://www.steigerdynamics.com) and [www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS](http://www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS).

STEIGER DYNAMICS and ERA are trademarks of STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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